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PROJECTIVE IDEALSIN RINGS OF DIMENSIONONE
J. E. CARRIG AND W. V. VASCONCELOS1
Abstract. In this paper we discuss a construction that shows the projective
ideals of a one-dimensional ring as radically dense in the set of all faithful
ideals. Its applications are to questions of existence of a classical ring of
quotients, to counting equations, and to a trade-in between Noetherianess
land low homological dimension.

0. Introduction. Let R be a commutative ring of Krull dimension 1. We put
a strong arithmetical limitation on R by assuming that the Krull dimension of
R [ T] be 2 - a condition that, for integral domains, implies that the integral
closure of R is a Prüfer ring [10]. This restriction will hold unless otherwise
specified, as in the applications.
The main result of this note is the following. Throughout y/1 denotes the
radical of the ideal I.
Theorem. Let I be a finitely generated faithful ideal of a commutative ring R.
If the Krull dimension of R [ T] is two, there exists a projective ideal J with

V/-V/.
The applications of this theorem are somewhat restricted to those cases
where the Picard group of R is adequately circumscribed. This will be
specially true for questions on determining the classical ring of quotients of
non-Noetherian rings. Its usefulness extends to higher dimensional rings
though, as the proof that a Kneser bound (whether for a given ¿/-dimensional
Noetherian ring a radical ideal is the radical of a ¿/-generated ideal) is also
valid for affine rings over the integers or a finite field.
1. Proof. It consists of a number of relatively independent steps. We begin
with the critical one.
(1) Assume that for some integer n the ideal I" is projective over its
endomorphism ring S, that is, I" is stable in the terminology of [9]. Change
notation and let / stand for /". Note that S is commutative and integral over
R and thus has Krull dimension 1 also. Since / can be viewed as an ideal of

S, we have that I/I2 is a cyclic S-module [9]. Thus we may write I =
(/2, Sd), for some d E I. Note that I2 = (74, dl2, Sd2) = (74, Id).
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Put J = (72, d). We claim that J is a projective ideal of 7?. It will suffice to
show that J/ J2 is a cyclic 7?-module. Because of the identity on 72 above, we
have J = (I4, d). Thus J /J2 is generated by the class of d.
(2) We shall make use of two remarks on the endomorphism ring S of a
finitely generated faithful ideal 7. Recall that S is a commutative ring.
(a) If 7? is local then 5 is a semilocal ring. This is generally true of any
finitely generated F-module E; that is, HomÄ(F, E) has only finitely many
two-sided maximal ideals. It follows, say, from the fact that epimorphisms of
finitely generated modules are isomorphisms [12].
(b) For an indeterminate T the canonical mapping

HomÄ(7, 7) ®RR[ T] -* HoxnRlT](l[ T], I[ T])
is an isomorphism. One way to see this is to add still another indeterminate,
'exchange' indeterminates, use that 7 [ T] contains regular elements and apply
flat descent. If R is local with maximal ideal m, the complement U of m[ T]
consists of regular elements. It follows easily now that formation of the
endomorphism ring of 7 commutes with tensorization by R[T]U. In this
manner we introduce regular elements in 7 and make the residue field of the
ring infinite.
(3) If R is a local ring and 7 is stable, I = Sd since S is semilocal. Thus
72 = Id. Conversely, if such equation holds, as d is a regular element Id~x is
a ring contained in S, and 7 is Id~ '-projective. This equation is a more
convenient way to test stability.
From the compactness of Spec 7? it follows easily that if for each prime
ideal P some power of IP is stable, then some power of 7 is stable. Since 7
may be assumed to contain regular elements and for such ideals formation of
the endomorphism ring commutes with localization, we take R local.
(4) Assume that 7 contains regular elements and that BI is Ä-projective,
where B is the integral closure of 7?. We claim that some power of 7 is stable.
First, we may assume that AI is A -projective, where A is a finitely generated

F-subring of B. Then AI = Ad with d E I since the residue field of 7?may be
taken to be infinite. It follows easily that (Id~x)" = (Id~x)"+X for some large
n. Thus I" is stable.
(5) We now make use of the hypothesis dim R[T] = 2 to show that some
power of 7 is stable. By (4) this is true modulo each prime of 7? since F/p has
a Prüfer ring for its integral closure. Suppose first that 7? is reduced.
According to [3] to show some power of 7 stable it suffices to show that the
number of generators of 7 is bounded. Let a,, . . ., ar be a generating set for 7
(could be taken minimal). Consider the following ring homomorphism

+:R[Tv...,Tr]-*R[f]
<#>(F,)
= a¡T. $ is a graded map; let 77 be its kernel. We claim that the ideal of
R generated by the coefficients of polynomials in 77 is 7? itself. That this will
suffice to show that the powers of 7 have bounded number of generators can
be viewed as in [3]. Let then F be a prime ideal of R [Tx, ..., Tr] containing
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H; we shall show that P contains a polynomial of content R. Let p be a
minimal prime of R contained in P. Reduce the homomorphism above
modulo p. Now by (4) the ideal I* = I + p/p has a power that is stable. This
translates into: There exists a homogeneous polynomial fiTx,...,Tr)
of
content R such thatfiaxT, . . ., arT) E f[T]. The conclusion now follows.
We have shown that modulo the nilradical of R some power J of I is stable.
That is, we have an equation J2 = Jd + L, where L is a finitely generated
ideal contained in the radical. Raising this equation to an adequate power we
get Jm = dJm~ ' and some power of J is stable.
The proof of the theorem is now complete. Note that for Noetherian rings
most of this hassle is unnecessary.

2. Applications. We consider here some immediate consequences of the
theorem. Let Äbea Noetherian ring of Krull dimension d > 0. We say that
R admits the Kneser bound [7] if every radical ideal is the radical of a
¿/-generated ideal. It is known that every polynomial ring admits the Kneser

bound [4], [11].
(2.1) Corollary.

Let R be such that the Picard groups of the one-

dimensional homomorphic images of R are torsion-e.g., affine algebras over Z
or a finite field or even the algebraic closure of a finite field. Then R admits the

Kneser bound.

Proof. There are several approaches, the most natural being Kneser's. R
may be assumed reduced. Let U be a multiplicative set of regular elements of
R such that Iv = if)v, f' E I. (For instance, let U be the set of all regular
elements.) Let s E U be such that si c (/). Consider the ideal I* = I +
is)/is) of R* = R/is). Iff, . . . ,fd_x are elements of I such that

v/*=V(/„
...,/„_,)*>
it follows easily that V^ =\if\> • • ■>fd-vf) ■Thus '* suffices to prove (2.1)
when R is one-dimensional. Let 0: I = L; then / + L is a faithful ideal. Let J
be as in the theorem. Since Pic(Ä) is a torsion group, some power of J is

principal,Jr = iß. ThusyV) =\JiI + L) . If f" = g + h, g E I, h E L, it
followsthat \JI =V(g) •
Another consequence is the following. Suppose R is a two-dimensional
affine algebra over Z or a finite field.
(2.2) Corollary.

If R is a regular then SK0iR) is a torsion group.

Proof. This follows simply from the fact that SK0iR) is in this case
generated by [R/m], for maximal ideals m of height two [8]. But m = \/ia, b)
and 0 = [R/ia, b)] = r[R/m], where r is the length of the module R/ia, b).
From now on R is not assumed Noetherian, but still Krull dim R [ T] = 2.
(2.3) Corollary.
R, then \¡ I = V(/)-

// in the theorem I is contained in the Jacobson radical of
^n particular I contains a regular element.
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Proof. In this case J /J2 is principal and Nakayama lemma can be used.
For a local ring of dimension two a finitely generated faithful ideal does
not necessarily contain regular elements [13].
Let F be a semilocal ring with compact minimal prime spectrum. If F is
reduced we have a finitely generated ideal 7 contained in the Jacobson radical
of F but not contained in any minimal prime. By (2.3) 7 contains a regular
element and thus F has a von Neumann classical ring of quotients. Still the
same conclusion is obtained when F contains a field K of cardinality higher
than that of the minimal prime spectrum. Indeed, let 7 be a finitely generated
faithful ideal. We may assume 7 projective. By [9] 7 can be generated by two
elements, say 7 = (a, b). Consider the elements (a + rb, r E K). If they all
belonged to minimal primes, for different r's we would have
a + rxb, a + r2b E P = minimal prime.
But then (rx — r2)b E P and both a and b would lie in F, a contradiction.
Question. Do reduced rings with Krull dim R[T] = 2 and compact
minimal spectrum always have a classical von Neumann ring of fractions?
3. Stable coherence. We use the theorem to study an aspect of stable
coherence of a class of rings with low homological dimensions. Let F be as
before reduced with Krull dim F [ T] = 2. Assume also that F is coherent and
that its finitistic projective dimension-that is, the supremum of the
dimensions of modules of finite projective dimension-is one.
(3.1) Corollary.

Every nonminimal prime ideal is finitely generated.

Proof. Let F be a nonminimal prime and let x E P be such that (x)P =/=0.
Let L be the annihilator of x. Then L is finitely generated and 7 = (x, L) is a
faithful ideal contained in F. Let J be as in the theorem. Then J E P and
R/J is a coherent ring of finitistic projective dimension 0, by the change of
rings theorem of [5]. Thus, R/J is Artinian [1, 2]; in particular F is finitely
generated.

There is a partial converse to the rings of (3.1). Moreover such rings are
stably coherent in the sense of the following proposition.
(3.2) Proposition. Let R be a reduced ring such that every nonminimal prime
is finitely generated; then R is coherent. Moreover, if Krull dim F = 1, then
R[TX, . . ., Tr] is coherent.

Proof. (1) We must show that: (i) For a E F, 0: a is finitely generated; (ii)
If 7, J are finitely generated, then 7 n / is also finitely generated.
Let 0: a = L; then (a) + L = (a) © L, since F is reduced. As (a) + L is
not contained in any minimal prime, all primes containing it are finitely
generated. Thus essentially by Cohen's theorem (a) + L is finitely generated
also.

Let 7, J be finitely generated ideals; as in the preceding, IJ + 0: IJ = IJ ©
0: IJ is finitely generated; since 0: IJ = 0: (7 n /) and 7 n / © (0: 7 n /)
D IJ © 0: IJ, we conclude that 7 n / is also finitely generated.
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(2) Assume now Krull dim R = 1. Note that Krull dim R [T] = 2. Thus if
R i T) = R [ T] v, where U is the multiplicative set of polynomials of content
R, then dim RiT) = 1 and its prime ideals are extensions of the primes of R.
Thus R i T) is coherent.
Suppose the statement on polynomial coherence is true for n — 1 indeterminates. In particular RiTx)[T2, ..., Tn] is coherent. Now we use a device of
Gruson: For any index set / the natural map
<p:R[Tx,...,T„]'^RiTx)[T2,...,Tn}'
is R[T2, . . . , r„]-pure. Since R[T2, . . . , T„] is coherent, coker(<j>) is
R[T2, . . ., rj-flat. Thus by the syzygies' lemma [6], the flat dimension of
coker(<|>)over R[Tx, . . ., Tn] is at most one. Hence R[TX,...,
Tn]' is flat and
the proof is complete [2].
Question. Is the dimension restriction necessary for the validity of (3.2)?
The rings of global dimension one, that is, hereditary rings, provide
examples for which (3.2) applies. Whether examples of local rings exist is
unknown to the authors.
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